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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the use of computer graphics tec
niques to model and explain the structures commonly ob
served in color histograms of images. This includes a
accurate simulation of the physical reflection and transpo
behavior of light energy within 3D environments, the pre
cise modeling of an image capturing system, and an in
teractive visualization module to display color histograms
Based on the fundamental rendering equation that descri
light reflection and transport in the 3D world, we classify
the color histogram structures of color images, and rela
them to various physical components in image formation
including scene illumination, material reflectance prope
ties, and the surface geometry of objects. We further sho
how these histogram structures can be effected by the a
facts caused by the limitation of image capturing system
Our results demonstrate that the use of accurate simulati
procedures under a precisely controlled computer graph
environment can clearly illustrate the causes of the stru
tures observed, and can provide unique insights and exp
nations of image formation.

1. Introduction

Color histograms have been widely used in many imag
processing and computer vision systems. The structur
observed in color histograms contain shading and shado
information of the 3D scene, and are used as importa
cues of physical processes for image analysis and obje
recognition [9, 8, 2, 12]. Previous research is mainly base
on a dichromatic reflection model [13], consisting of two
components, surface reflection (e.g. specular reflectio
and body reflection (e.g. diffuse reflection) [13, 9, 8]. The
dichromatic model has been demonstrated to be success
in some computer vision systems to recognize and separ
these two reflection components for image segmentatio
purpose [8, 2, 12]. However, commonly used approache
do not directly account for the indirect illumination from
other surfaces, and hence can not describe the color h
togram structures evident in scenes with indirect lighting
Bajcsy and Lee [3] extended this model by considering th
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first order of inter-reflection among surfaces. To date, no
research has been published on the structures in the color
histogram resulting from the more general effects of global
illumination, an illumination model that includes the indi-
rect lighting from all the surfaces with multiple reflections
in the 3D scene.

In this work, we have shown that with well controlled,
physically accurate computer graphic simulations, where
the light reflection and transport processes are fully char-
acterized with spectral and spatial information, we are able
to not only reproduce the realistic images with the color
histogram features reported by early researchers, but also
produce images with more complex features such as the
off-plane thickening and “banana” shaped structures in the
color histograms by incorporating the effects of global il-
lumination.

2. Color Image Formation

2.1. Image Capture

In a digital image CCD capturing system, the measured
image irradiance value at location(x; y) of a pixel array
is:

I(x; y) = T

Z
�

Î(x; y; �)S(�)d� (1)

whereT is the total exposure time,̂I(x; y; �) is the spectral
irradiance entering the camera and falling on the pixel area
at (x; y) in the detector plane1, andS(�) is the spectral
response function of the sensor. The sensor device usually
has three channels with different spectral response curves,
yielding a triplet measurement,(r; g; b) at each(x; y) posi-
tion. This is the input data for our color histogram analysis
system.

Since we have used a pinhole camera model for the im-
age capture system, it is a idealized imaging device with an
infinitely small aperture, no vignetting effect, and perfect
focusing. For a real camera with a lens of finite aperture,

1For the illustration purpose, the physical dimension of a pixel is first
ignored. Later, this restriction is removed, and the effect of area integra-
tion within a pixel is considered.
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Figure 1: Image capture process

the incident spectral irradiance at(x; y) is proportional to
the spectral radiance (Ls(!̂s; �)) in the scene [6]:

Î(x; y; �) =
�

4
(
D

f
)2cos4� � Ls(!̂s; �) (2)

Here, as shown in Figure 1,̂!s is the direction of a light ray
entering the aperture of the camera and landing at(x; y),
D andf are the aperture diameter and image distance
the camera respectively, and� is the angle between the
directions of the incoming light ray and the optical axis o
the camera. The triplet measurement is then:2

0
@ r(x; y)

g(x; y)
b(x; y)

1
A =

0
@ hR(�); I(x; y; �)i

hG(�); I(x; y; �)i
hB(�); I(x; y; �)i

1
A (3)

whereR(�), G(�), andB(�) are the three basis function
which represent the combined effects of :

1. The optical spectral transfer function of the camer
and the spatial off-axis attenuation due to lens v
gnetting.

2. The spectral responses and quantum efficiency
CCD sensors.

3. The combined conversion factor from photon num
bers to electron numbers, electron numbers to vo
age readouts, and finally from voltage readouts
pixel values.

4. The integration over time for the duration of the ex
posure.

Combining the above two equations, we get0
@ r

g

b

1
A =

�

4
(
D

f
)2cos4�

0
@ hR(�); Ls(!̂s; �)i

hG(�); Ls(!̂s; �)i
hB(�); Ls(!̂s; �)i

1
A (4)

2Here, we useDirac’s bracket notation to express the inner product
theL2 space. e.g. For any real functiong(�) andf(�), hg(�); f(�)i =R
1

0
g(�)f(�)d� .
1
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Note thatLs(!̂s; �), the spectral radiance in the scene im-
aged at(x; y) in the focal plane includes the spectral ra-
diance coming not only directly from the emitting light
sources, but also indirectly from the reflecting surfaces.
Equation(4) illustrates a direct correspondence between
(r; g; b) andLs(!̂s; �), where the distribution of(r; g; b)
forms a color histogram inRGB space.

2.2. Rendering Equation and Light Transport

The spectral radiance in the scene can be theoretically cal-
culated by solving the rendering equation: [7, 1]

Ls(!̂s; �) = Le(!̂s; �)+

Z

i

�(!̂i; !̂r; �) (n̂�!̂i)Li(!̂i; �)d!̂i

(5)
Here,Le(!̂s; �), is the illumination entering the camera
directly from the light source.Li(!̂i; �) is the incident
spectral radiance on a surface of interest,n̂ is the normal
direction of the surface,̂!i and!̂r are the directions of the
incident and reflected light respectively. Notice that!̂s is
the same direction aŝ!r, but measured in the coordinate
of the camera.
i is the integration domain of̂!i, and� is
the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).
The BRDF specifies the reflectance property of the surface
material of an object and is a function of!̂i, !̂r and�.

Based on the theory of global illumination, the incident
illumination on each surface can be represented as:

Li(!̂i; �) = L
(0)
i (!̂i; �) +L

(1)
i (!̂i; �)+L

(2)
i (!̂i; �)+ � � �

(6)
where,L(0)

i (!̂i; �) is the direct illumination term from the

light source in the direction̂!i; All the other termsL(k)
i

are the result of indirect illumination from all the other sur-
faces after the light hask bounces.

There are two net effects on the light after it is reflected
from a surface: its intensity is attenuated, and its spectrum
composition is changed. Both of these two are attributed to
the BRDF of the surface from which it is reflected. Hence,
the indirect lighting has a different spectrum than the di-
rect lighting, which is due to the modulation by the spec-
tral component of the BRDF. The attenuation factor of in-
tensity is a geometric term, which is usually in an integral
form that depends on the spatial component of the BRDF
and the orientation of the surface.

In the dichromatic model [13], the BRDF consists of
two components,�s, the specular component correspond-
ing to the surface layer reflections, and�d, the diffuse com-
ponent corresponding to the reflections at sub-surface lay-
ers. In many materials such as plastics, the index of re-
fraction changes very little over the visible spectrum, so
�s can be approximated with a flat spectrum and does not
change the spectral composition of the incident light, while
in general�d does.[8] Here, we adopt a more generic form
88
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Figure 2: Light path under multiple reflections

of a physically based BRDF, where�d may include a di-
rectional diffuse component in additional to the Lambe
tian homogeneous component [4], and may have spat
variations. However, both components are assumed to
separable in spatial and spectral terms. In order to cla
ify how light changes its spectral composition at each r
flecting surface, we ignore the geometric terms, and intr
duce the following LSD symbolic notation3 to represent
the color of the light along its possible light propagatio
paths: (Figure 2)

� L = hC;L(0)i: directly from the light source.

� LD = hC; �dL
(0)i: after being reflected once from

a diffuse surface

� LS = hC; �sL
(0)i: after being reflected once from

a specular surface

� LDD = hC; �d�dL
(0)i: after being consecutively

reflected from two diffuse surfaces

� LSS = hC; �s�sL
(0)i: after being consecutively

reflected from two specular surfaces

� LSD = hC; �d�sL
(0)i: after being reflected from a

specular surface and then a diffuse surface.

� LDS = hC; �s�dL
(0)i: after being reflected from a

diffuse surface and then a specular surface.

3This notation is based on an article by Heckbert [5]
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HereC is used to represent(R;G;B)T , andI is the
triplet (r; g; b)T . We then get

I = L+ L(D + S)

+ L(D + S)D + L(D + S)S

+ L(D + S))DD + L(D + S)DS

+ L(D + S)SD + L(D + S)SS + � � � (7)

In this notation, each appendedD or S may be considered
as diffuse reflection or specular reflection operators acting
on the string (resulting spectral radiance of light) to the left
of it. This shows that the final colors in an image consist
of components produced at all levels of reflection. If�s
has a flat spectral composition, the specular reflection light
path only changes the magnitude of the illumination color,
while all diffuse reflection light paths in general modify
both the magnitude and the direction of the light color. The
total amount of the color change is a cumulative effect of
all the reflections on the light path before the light enters
the camera.

3. Analysis of structures in color histograms

3.1. Features from physical reflection process

Based on the LSD notation from the last section, we now
present an analytic understanding of the structures in color
histograms:

We first examine the color histogram structures under
the direct illumination condition. This occurs when the in-
cident radiance on any surface in the scene comes only di-
rectly from light sources. (1) When the BRDF of a surface
only consists of a diffuse component�d, the reflected light
has only theLD component which contains the shading in-
formation, and generates a linear cluster inRGB space((a)
in Figure 3). (2) When the BRDF of a surface consists of
both a diffuse component�d and a specular component�s,
the reflected light now has the color contribution from both
LS andLD, samples of which span a planar subspace in
theRGB space.4 For smooth surfaces,�s may change
very fast near the specular peak direction of!r, leading
to the situation where the majority of the color values lie
mainly on theLD vector, with only a small portion hav-
ing a significant specular component, and veering sharply
towards theLS direction, forming a L-shaped structure.
When the specular region is more extended, a P-shaped
structure may result instead. ( (b) in Figure 3). (3) When
multiple luminaires with different spectra are present in the
scene, the total spectral radiance in the scene is the super-
position of the spectral radiances from each single lumi-

4In the case of�s has flat spectrum,LS is in the same direction asL
in RGB space since theS operation does not change the direction of the
illumination color, the plane is actually defined by the vectorsL andLD.
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naire, leading to a superposition of the cluster structures
the color histogram.

The properties of color histogram structures chang
when global illumination is considered. In the situatio
where there is only one light source present in the scen
and each surface has only a diffuse BRDF component, t
color values resulting from global illumination have con
tributions from all levels of diffuse reflectionLDi,LDiDj

LDiDjDk, etc� � � . The cumulative effect of all these re-
flection colors in general yields a much more complicate
volume structure. One interesting consequence is that ev
if all the surfaces are made of the same material with t
same reflectance properties, as long as the diffuse refl
tion does not have a flat spectrum, each reflection chang
the spectral composition of the incident light, and mod
fies the direction of the resulting color in theRGB space
by rotating (r,g,b) through a small angle.5 In most situ-
ations, the reflected light energy drops very quickly afte
the first few bounces on the surfaces, and one observe
thickening effect in many histogram features. ( (c) in Fig
ure 3). Sometimes, fork-like structures may also be forme
due to the fact that more than one other reflecting su
face dominates the indirect lighting. Furthermore, whe
the specular component of BRDF is also included with th
global illumination, the resulting color values have contr
butions from all levels of diffuse and specular reflection
LDi, LSi, LDiDj , LSiDj , LDiSj , LSiSj , etc � � �, and
the L-shaped or P-shaped features are also thickened
“corrupted” by the indirect illumination. The cumulative
effect of the successive rotations at all levels generate
curved structure corresponding to the “banana” feature fr
quently observed in color histograms. ( (d) in Figure 3).

3.2. Artifacts from image capture process

Artifacts caused by the limitation of the imaging system
also explain features observed in color histograms: (1) D
to the finite size of a pixel, the(r; g; b) value recorded at
pixel location(x; y) is actually an integrated triplet quan-
tity over the area of this pixel. Thus a pixel may have
color value which is averaged among several objects th
it covers. This introduces some interpolated structures b
tween existing color clusters. (2) Many image capturin
systems record a non-linear response to the incoming lig
energy to compensate for the human perception syste
This response is usually characterized by a power functio
I 0 = kI , whereas the exponent is commonly known as
the gamma factor. This non-linear mapping causes dist
tion in the histogram structures, although the linear clu
ters are preserved under such a mapping. (3) Pixel valu
can also be saturated due to the limited dynamic range

5This is a form of von Kries transformation [14] rather than a rotatio
but the change to the chromaticity is effectively the same as a rotat
and we no longer distinguish them.
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the detector device. This yields clipping features in color
space, where at least one of the three values of(r; g; b)
reaches its maximal value, and remains at this value while
other components keep changing. Lastly, noise in the im-
age capture process has many sources. The dark curren
(DC) and any constant level bias will only cause a shift of
the histogram structures in theRGB space. However, uni-
formly distributed quantization noise, Gaussian distributed
readout noise, and Poisson distributed shot noise can caus
thickening of the histogram structures. Most of these ef-
fects are illustrated in Figure 4.

4. Experiments and Results

We have used a Monte Carlo based bidirectional path trac-
ing rendering system to produce physically accurate syn-
thetic images in a controlled lighting environment[10]. Our
simulation system supports the reflectance model for sim-
ple Lambertian surfaces, dichromatic surfaces with Phong
lighting model, as well as realistic BRDF models based on
physical measurements [4, 11]. We have built an interac-
tive image segmentation and recognition system to select a
color consistent region in the image plane, and display its
3D color histogram in theRGB space. The system also
allows us to identify and measure the shape and orienta-
tion of a selected color cluster in the color space. Based on
this information, we can make further inferences about the
reflectance of objects as well as measure the illumination
colors in the image.

For this paper, we have used a test environment com-
posed of a box with a ceiling, a floor and three walls,
containing a cylinder and a sphere. There is an illumi-
nation source on the ceiling. In order to fully understand
and explain the structures in the color histogram space, we
have adopted a multi-step procedure in the image forma-
tion and analysis process. We first synthesize images with
only a Lambertian reflectance model under direct lighting,
and examine the structures in the color space. Then we
progressively add more components into the image forma-
tion process by assigning different reflectance spectra to
the objects in the scene, adding specular reflection into the
BRDF, changing the spectral composition of the luminaire,
having more than one spectrally distinct luminaires in the
scene, and having global illumination in the image synthe-
sis. All of the images are computed with a full spectral
range before the final projection to theRGB space. By
examining and comparing the new features with the old
structures in the color histogram, we are able to correlate
the structures in the color histogram with the physical com-
ponents in the lighting reflection process in image forma-
tion.

To understand how the color histogram structures are
effected by the limitations of an imaging system, the partial
90
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Figure 3: Simulations of Color histogram. From left to right are: (a) Diffusely reflecting surfaces under direct illumination, (b) Dichro-
matically reflecting surfaces under direct illumination, (c) Diffusely reflecting surfaces under global illumination, (d) Dichromatically
reflecting surfaces under global illumination.

Figure 4: Histograms of images with direct illumination. From left to right are: (a) Original image. (b) With supersampling in the area
of a pixel. (c) With a different gamma factor. (d) With clipping effect by over exposure.
191
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pixel effect is simulated by super-sampling the pixels with
multiple rays. Further more, the effects of limited dynamic
range, gamma correction, and random noise in the detec
are also modeled.6

5. Summary and Future Work

We have presented comprehensive analyses and expla
tions of the structures commonly observed in color his
tograms of color images based on the physics of light in
teractions with the surfaces in three dimensional environ
ment. By using physically accurate, precisely controlle
computer graphic simulation environment, we have bee
able to isolate and explain the formation of these struc
tures. In order to elucidate the correspondence between
physical components of image formation, and the struc
tures in the color histogram, we have adopted a progre
sive approach in the process of image formation and col
histogram analysis. Using a dichromatic reflection mode
in our synthetic image generation system, we have su
cessfully reproduced images with predicted features (lin
ear clusters, T-shaped clusters, P-shaped clusters) in
color histogram under direct illumination. These cluster
are caused by the superposition of the two components
the reflection from objects’ surfaces, and have been o
served in previous research [9, 2]. Furthermore, we hav
also produced more complex new features such as off-pla
thickening and “banana” shaped structures in the color hi
togram by incorporating the global illumination model in
our image synthesis. Future work needs to consider mo
complex BRDF’s. Although our experiments have bee
conducted in an accurate computer graphic simulation e
vironment, physical measurements are needed to valida
our model and support our results.
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